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female migrants in 36
health worker shortfall 120
Mexican migration to 23, 33, 239
left-behind households 35
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) 255–6
xenophobia in 107
Universal Declaration of Human Rights 122 see also human rights universalism 38
visible minority workers see migrant workers
voluntary migration 44 see also labour migrants; retirement migration
vulnerability 4, 9–10 see also children; irregular migrants; unaccompanied minors; women children, of 187–8, 206 deportation, to see deportation deported minors, of 205 elderly people, of 407 migrants in transit, of 177–8 – precariousness differentiation 197–8 structural 248 trafficked persons, of 241 undocumented migrants, of 233–4, 241 women, of 241